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Today Chinese Christian theologians are searching for viable and suitable principles and
methodologies for the interpretation of the Bible within the Chinese contexts. It is a pursuit for not
only hermeneutics in general but also for the way in which the Gospels are understood and
communicated within Chinese society. China is characterized by its diversity in religion, culture,
language, race and class. How to appropriate our faith in Jesus Christ in the context of Chinese
cultures, religions, and socio — political scenario is an urgent task to deal with. More speciﬁcally,
it is also a question of understanding how Chinese Christian scholars, who are nourished by a
mixture of both their native and Christian cultures, respond differently from scholars among Western
Christians, and how they relate Christian classics to native Chinese culture.
Since Chinese Christian intellectuals have been very active in theological construction and
biblical interpretation in the modern period, I have chosen Wu Leichuan (1870 — l944)®and Zhao

(1) This paper is supported by ‘Wu leiehiian‘ s rraetiee and connibntitin to chiiieoe Biblical Reading" rggnmigggssnii is
OECZJDO4) , “Young Faculty Reieaiali l>iogi-am or raenlty or An: and l-ininaniiiei, zheyiang Lniteiaity" (2010) and “Zhcjiang University
oong slti rieiilty lteaearah 1>royect" (2010).
® wu leiohuan (%%ll|, ieal nanie Zhenchun res). bum in Xuzhou, Jinngsu. In 1898, he oliiained the ﬂvuhi deyee and was
deployed by the emperor to noiit in the Hardin Academy. After the Revolution or 1911, he was appointed Mayoi or Hangzhou; in 1912. he
uequiieal a position in the zlieyinng Pm\'lncil1l Board or Education, and was later irunaterreol to noih in the Depanment of relueauoii in the central
Covelnmelll in Beijing. He began teaching at Yenchlng University in 1922 and was appointed rroieaaor in 1925, heooming Vice President oithe
Imivensity in 1925, and president in 1929. 1-lie representative works aieuidit/ioo fu Zhorlggiw ieenhuo (Christianity and cliineee culture).
Modi yu Yam (Mozi and Jesus Christ).
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Zichen (1888 — l979)@for the case study. As distinguished Christian theologians and educators in
“
the history of the Republic of China, Wu and Zhao carried out a discussion on Why I want to read
the Bible and How I read the Bible" in the early 1920s. Through an analysis of their thoughts, this
paper will describe and critique the general principles and methodologies used by modern Chinese
Christian intellectuals in reading the Bible.

A. The Beginning of the Discussion
“

In 1921 , Zhao Zichen, Wu Leichuan and Wu Yaozong@ published an essay in collaboration on
Why I want to read the Bible and how I read the Bible" in the Life Journal. © In this short article,

three important Christian scholars in modem China gave their responses to the following two
questions; What are my reasons and motives for reading the Bible? What methods do I use in
interpreting the Bible? Due to their own personal understanding of Christianity, their answers
"
differed from each other. Zhao Zichen wanted to “read the Bible for life. Wu Leichuan’ 5 reading
“
"
aimed at saving myself and other people.
Wu Yaozong read it because he thought that
"
“Christians are noble — minded and Christianity has a respectable mission, It would seem that
Zhao Zichen and Wu Leichuan had a clearer motive for reading the Bible, which aimed at

representing the desire for the Christian faith and the attitudes toward the Bible of their
contemporary Chinese Christian intellectuals. We will now discuss their viewpoints in detail.

@ Zhao Zichen (mete) was one or the most 1....o..s ch..st.a.. seh..1a.s and educators ... mode... ch1..... 30... 1.. Deqing, Zhejiang,
he gaduatcd ha... Swchow University 1.. 1910 .-...a1 went to study at v....1e.b11. University 1.. .\1aah..11e. Te....e..ee 1.. 1914, eammg h... M. A. 1..
soe.a1..gy in 1915 and 3. D. 1.. 1917. He returned ta teach at s....ehaw University 1...... 1917 to 1925, being appointed the Dean arthe School of
Science ...a1 L1bemlAr1s. 1.. 1925, he began teaching at Yenching University and took the position of De... a1 School at Religions ... 1923. He
was chosen to he a..e of the ch...ese delegates Io .he intema|i4mal Missionary Council 1.. 1e...sa1e...1.. 1923 and 1a the Madras c....(e.e..ee 1..
1933. He ...... elected as a..e of the ah. vice — presidents of .he w...1a1 Council a1 ch...ehe.. 1.. 1943 1.. A...at...1a.... 1-ha Iepresemative works Me:
Jtldu/Baa zhexue (Philosophy of Cluistianity) , 1'2... 21...... (A saagzaphy anesus Ch-1'51). Shemme .1 jiang (ra... lectures on Theology).
® w.. Ynuzang (aims, 1393 — 1979) , on be... 1.. sh....ae, Guangtlong ....1 graduated 1...... the Beijing c...ta.... College 1.. 1913.
He was baptized 1.. 1913. 1.. 1924, he came lo the United States and s...a1e.1 at Union Theological se...1..a.y 1.. l\ew v...1.. , e.....1hg h1s M. A.
1.. philosophy at ca1.....1.1. u..1.~..a..y ... 1927. He returned to work at the Shanghai YMCA, being .pp.....ted 11.1.... — ... — Chief of the Association
mess «I China of the was in 1932. When the People’ 5 Republic of ch1..a was set up. he became the rauhae. a1 .he Th.ee - sen Patriotic
Ma.e...e..t. 1-11.. works include: Mciyouven 1...../h...g..a Shangdi (Nobody 1-1.... see.. 03.1), J1.1..,1..a 3.. ...». Zhongguu (Chnatianity ...a1 New
ch1..a).
(9 see 21.... 21ehe... Wu Leichuan aha Wu Yawmng, ‘Why 1 Want to Read me 13.1.1. and 1-1.... 1 Read the 3.h1e," Shengvrning ymlmn
(r11e 1a......1) 1 .6 (1921) , 1 -2. 1. was a famous, ch..'s11... p..b11e.t1.... 1......aed by the Yeking Apnlogetic Group, which served as . platfomr
that “Christianity 1. the gates! need 1.. cnnnectioii with .he regeneration of the Chinese sa.1e._. a..a1 that the spreading atch.1a.1....1ty 1.. our
mates. «hligalion. " The Apologetic Group included key ch...ese and weste... ch.1st1a.. 1..teuee...a1s 1.. Peking. Most me...he.s were the leading
ﬁgures a1ve..eh1..gL..1.e.s.ty. suchaal. 1.. Stuart, L. c. 1>a..e.,1-1. s. 1:.1t,a..a1. s. Burgess, and ch...eae churchleadersand seha1...s.
such as Liu Turgfang, cheng lingyi, Lua Yunyan, H1: lshsheng. Liu Jingshu. Hong weilian and Zhao Zichen. 1.. the spring or 1924, the

Apologetiv: Gmup changed 1.. .......e to Shengning ahe (The L1re re11mh1p>. 1.. p..b11ea.1a... 51.1-...-....'..g yaeh... (me 1a.....a1) , was conducted
by a.. ed1ta..a1 ea......1ttee, which had been initially ehahea by w.. leichuan. Through .t. seven years of existence from 1919 to 1925, the
magnzule was dislnhuted among the ch1..e.e community. 1.. 1926, Shengming ftukan was merged ..-..h zhehzz Zhoulmn (The Truth Weekly) of
Zhenli she (The Truth Fellowship) and became Zhenli yu shengming (The T...th and Life). Zhao Zichen chaired the editorial committee ..h11e
w.. Leichunn, 1.... T1...;1a..5, x.. Eaeqian, 3a 1.5.... Me1 v11..a, 1.1 11a..g...g, Cheng zh1y. and 1.. c. Pane. Warkecl as Inemhens. see 1.....
Wing — hung. Zhunghiw .he.....e mu. ...}... (my ve..s oi’ ch1..ese Theology; 1900 -1950) (Hong Kong; c1.1..a Graduate School ofTheology,
1993), 55 —57, A1... see ch.. sh. —Ja.., W. Lei —eI...a... A Corhliicrim — cI...s..-.... 1.. Rep..bz.'a... chi... (he. York; Pete. Lang, 1995), 33 —
34.
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B. “W

I Want to Read the Bible"

Zhao Zichen' s response was very clear. He said; “ The Bible is a book of life. I read it for
life , which I want for the service of myself, of others, of the country, and of the world. I am dumb
and humble, but I dare not give myself up (is tllis translation correct7). "357 For Zhao, a Chinese

Christian scholar well trained in Western theology at Vanderbilt University in the United States and
strongly inﬂuenced by the nineteenth century liberal theologians, Christianity was “an ideology, a
positive personal as well as social existence, a new life, which has been fulﬁlled by Jesus
Christ. "@ More speciﬁcally, he believed that tlle Christian faith is not based on the texts but on
Jesus Christ. This does not mean that Christians can do without the Scriptures but that “Christianity
is not a religion of the texts but a religion centered on Jesus Christ and on life itself. "3 How may we
view his statement? In the early years, Zhao used to regard religion and life as the same thing.
Under the inﬂuence of Friedrich Schleiermacher’ 5 practical theology, he believed that the Bible
was a repository of different religious experiences going through historical developments, responding
to changing situations and ﬁnally establishing itself in Jesus Christ. @‘The Christian faith is therefore
centered on Jesus Christ. On the other hand, he expressed the idea of evolution, believing that
through religious experiences we shall all ﬁnally come before Jesus Christ, for human experience
can be completely sublimated (what does that mean?) only through Him. He said; “ Don’ t look for
God in the remote unknown, but find Him in the direct communications of the human soul, i. e. ,

in life itself. "49 He believed that we find the existence of God in life and that God reveals His Truth
"
in human life. God pushes our life “ forward until its richest meanings are revealed. In this sense,
for Zhao, Christianity was a religion established in life; thus, religion and life are one and the same
thing. Since Zhao had published his motive for reading the Bible very early, we do not really know
whether his claim about "life" had included so many implications. It is clear, however, that he had

always wanted to stress the relationship between Christianity and the individual, especially as
regards personal religious and spiritual experiences. Later, in his response to the question of how
Christianity was able to have an effect on Chinese society, he brought out a solution that advocated

“national salvation through the Divine personality. " Speciﬁcally, he argued that the spiritual

renewal of individual personality would have to go before social and political reforms in building up
a perfect society.
©

lbid. , 1.

(3 see L, M. Kg, Chrutianiry and Social Change; nie CH-Se in China 1920 - 1950 (Ph. D. dissenatioxl, Princeton Selllulﬂty,
1971 ) . 96 -97. The cliineee Velslnn of thin bank is titled as Jilin/iao yu Zhongguo shehm bianqian (cllniitﬂrllly and sneiiil Change in China) ,
published by Hong Kong Chinese Christian htemture Council iii 1931. Also see shin Yllming signs, *2. ' shi shiji ehii Zlinngglui zhlshiferlzi
nliii Jidujino de teinlii," (chineee lntel1eeiiinle' Atlltutles wwnlvl chiietiiiiiiiy iii the early twentieth nentiiiy) in Dan yu yarn: Hmiui 1l}ﬂIhIAAZ )1A
Mn weniiiiii xiangyu (Din iiiil logos; chineee ciiltiiie Encountering with Christianity), ed. l_iii xienreiig fill/M;i(sh.ingh.ii, San riin
Publishing House. 1995) . 233.
® Zhao Zlchen, ‘Xuanliaoshl yu nhenli," (Preacher and Truth) shengining yiiehm (Life loiiniel) 3.3 (1922), 9.
® sehleieiineehei elaiineii that ieliginii in human expenctlce accessed tliiniigh feelings: ‘-lieligitin ie to seek this and hiinl it in ell iiint
lives and moves. in in gmx-«1h and change, in ill doing and Sllﬂellllg. ii is to have life and to know life in iiiinietliete feeling, only is Sllch in
eiieteiiee iii the liirinite and Eternal. " (on rtezzgizirie Speeches to Its ciiitiieea Dcspiseu, 35; He goes on to say: * ---tine religion in eeiiee .-iiitl

taste for the inﬁnite. " (on Religion. 39) in .i summary. Schleiermacher places iieliguin in the ieilin tineeliiigs, making it an in|eI'|ol‘. peiseiiil

enpeneiiee with in eleinent of the u\'Il(IIOWal)lE and the Inylsleﬂﬂﬂs.
an zhiie ziehen, Juiufzuo .'f1P'l:IA£ (Philosophy it Cltnsllenity) (chime chnetniii Pieee, 1925), 340.
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Wu Leichuan' s response was different from Zhao‘ s. Wu said; “I studied the Bible before I

established my faith and made up my mind to be a Christian. After I became a Christian, I had a
better understanding that a Christian would have to do more sharing of his faith with others than
improving his own spirituality. Without studying the Bible, I would not have known where I could
start. For the purpose of saving myself and saving others, I have kept on reading the Bible for the
last ﬁve years. ‘"3 Wu’ s view was characteristic of the motivation for reading the Bible among the
traditional intellectuals in modern China. Before his conversion, Wu had been a Confucian scholar.

He worked together with Zhao Zichen at Yenching University of which he later became the
chancellor. Without the background of any Western education, he read the Bible and Christian
classics only in the Chinese translations. He was sad about that and commented , “The teachings of
Christianity are universal and applicable in all times. It is a pity that I don’ t know science and

philosophy. Neither do I understand a foreign language. I cannot read anything about Christianity
without translation, Whatever I understand through reading is superficial. What I can say in

response to this discussion is that I read the Bible every day in order not to forget that I am a
Christian. Moreover, reflecting on what I have read from the Bible, I can keep myself on the right
track so that my life as a Christian is not wasted. "® His background and knowledge ( why
‘

structure’ ‘?) did not hinder his enthusiasm in reading the Bible.
He argued that before his conversion , he had read the Bible in order to come to faith, in other
words, to save himself. After he had become a Christian, he read it in order to increase his

spirituality. Through his reading, he wanted to improve his Christian knowledge and reflect on his
daily behavior. But reading the Bible for self — improvement did not confomi to Wu’ s outlook of
life. His deep - rooted Confucian ethic had convinced him that “the only principle of life is that the
individual should contribute all his talent and potentials to humankind , both in speech, virtues and
service. "3 Therefore, to share his faith with others in order to transform society and the life of all

people became his second motivation for reading the Bible. Actually, during his life of thirty years
“
of Christian faith he focused all of his academic studies on how Christianity was going to save the
"
“
world and save the people. He believed that saving the self" was both preconditioned by and

fulfilled in “ saving the people. " Christianity was for him not only a personal gospel but a social

gospel as well.
Examining Zhao and Wu’ s different motives for reading the Bible, we see that although both of
them were concerned about the contributions of the Christian faith to China in a specific historical
period and that they both advocated their views of saving the nation through the Divine they followed
different paths. Zhao had an emphasis on individual salvation and spiritual improvement while Wu
dwelt on the practical and social functions of the faith. In this sense, reading the Bible “for life"
and “for saving the self and others" demonstrated their contrasting orientations in interpreting the
Christian classics.

C. “ How I Read the Bible"
Having established their principles of biblical interpretation, Zhao and Wu responded
differently to the questions of “ How do I read the Bible?" or “ What methods do I use in reading the
Bible?" Zhao’ s answer was very simple. He wrote; “I use the two methods of criticism and friend
@ Zhao Zichen, Wu lgiclluan and Wu Yaomng. ‘Why I Want to Read the mug and How 1 Read the Bible," 1.
(E

lhid. .

Q3 Wu Leichuan, “Renge; Yesu yu Kangi." (Personality: Jesus and Cnnﬁlculs) Shtmgmilig yuelrurr (Life Jonmal) 5 ,3 (1925) , 5.
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—making. By ‘ criticism’ I mean to inquire into the speciﬁc details of the characters, places,
times, expressions and implications in every book so that I ﬁnd the truths in them and not just
accept the literal meanings. By ‘friend - making’ I mean to open my heart toward the Lord, toward
the Saviour, toward the saints and sages so that the sincerity (cheng, W) of my heart could meet
that of Heaven. And my spiritual training in daily life is upgraded. Both these methods are used for
the same purpose of acquiring life for myself and for those who read my articles and know my words
and deeds. ‘"9 Here, Zhao’ s method is obviously a method of historical criticism, which is a

common method used in modern biblical interpretation emphasizing the historical context of the
texts, i. e. , the social identity and background of the authors, the objectives and reasons they
wrote, and their treatment of characters, styles, writing strategies, etc, This method has the

advantage of enabling the readers to “ understand the historical context of the text and the underlying
"
“
meaning of the writers. It has its own limitations, however, in not being able to let us look into
the literary strategies and the functions of the reader, the text, and the act of reading itself in the
process of interpretation. "3 In other words, it overlooks the impact of the reader’ s social context on

his interpretation of the Bible. Out of his understanding of the inadequacies of this method, Zhao

added a second method of what he called “ friend — making. "® He held that it was a method
through which humans experience communion with God, with Jesus Christ, with the Holy Spirit,
and with the saints and sages, so that he could understand the teachings and hidden meanings of the
text. Zhao believed that this communion could only be established through sincerity of heart
lb) , i. e. , “religious devotion. " He admitted that a historical and scientific method alone could
not help one to a full understanding of the text. Reading the Bible is, in a larger sense, a
communication between a human and the Lord. On the one hand, a person listens to the Lord face
to face with Him, while on the other hand the Lord speaks and reveals himself to humans. Although

Zhao had a rational and scientiﬁc way of interpreting the Bible in his early theological thought, he
had already sensed the indispensable “sincerity" or “devotion" in reading the Bible. This sense
became ﬁrmly established in him later on in the 19305 when he said; "I ﬁnd it easy to read other
books but most difficult to read the Bible. No matter how devoted I am when I am reading, I cannot
help ﬁnding in myself some suspicion and criticism, for I cannot totally understand the real meaning
of the text, It seems that historical criticism and scientiﬁc studies have cheated me of a pure faith
and direct experience. When I read the Bible, I had to be guided with the reference books. This is
of course not reliable. Many believers put aside what they don ’t really understand but absorb what
they do understand. They are better fed than I am. "®Zhao' s adoption of the two methods, i. e. ,

historical criticism and “friend — making" , in reading the Bible indicated that, on the one hand, he

desired to follow traditional biblical hermeneutics. But on the other hand , he wanted to discover the

meaning of the text through personal life. His reading is therefore a synthesis of historical
interpretation and personal religious experience.
Compared with Zhao’ s double reading strategies, Wu‘ s method was relatively “ up — to —
® Zhao Zlchen, wii Leishiiaii and Wu Yaﬂmtlg, “Why 1 wsiii to Read the Bihle and How 1 Read the Bible," 1.
® Aiehie c. c. lee $w)F,§. ed. , Yllzhﬂtl. chi./ing yii Sheng/ing qlwmhi (Asian Context and Biblical Interpretation) , the series of
Asian C0|l|€XluB.l Tlleolugy, vol. 2 (I-hing Kong: Chinese Cllnstintl Colltlcil, 1996) .pieiiice, 1.
Q3 The second method Zhao Zichen called "fnend - making" ohviiiiisly honows rinin Mensiiis' leaching of * making hiends wtlh the
ancients," which is developed as In! classical reading iiieihiial by the later ciintiiciai. scholars. See “wan zhang" (Part B), in was Merlcius
(Merig—1zu) . Book 10, Pan 3.

® Zhao Zichen, “1‘aiiian vlode Xltllltlg xiiiyiang" (Talking shoiii My spiriiiial Gmmh) in Lii7IgZl.l.tL]|7I@'ﬂII. iiui (Speeches Ior Spirilull

Training in Daily Life) , ed. xii Baoqixln asst (Shanﬂmi; the Association Press ofchma of the YMCA, 1947) , 21.
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"
date. He said; “I often hope that my knowledge will evolve with the world so that I may compare
and prove the teachings of the Bible in the realistic world. I don‘ t like to follow outdated
interpretations that no longer fit into present society. This is perhaps the method that I have always
kept in my mind. "03 Here we can see that Wu‘ s method was to interpret the Bible on the basis of a
theory of evolution He wanted to testify to the reality of biblical events, but he didn’ t mind
deviating from traditional interpretations if he thought they might no longer apply.
Being a modern Chinese Christian with a strong Confucian background, Wu did not follow the
Western hermeneutical tradition but derived his interpretations from his personal religious
experience. His faith in Christianity was therefore based on a pluralistic ideology with which he
looked at Christianity‘ 5 historical and realistic implications. First, he did not stress the uniqueness
and the exclusive superiority of the Christian faith but believed that Christianity, as compared with
other religions and traditional Chinese cultures, had more speciﬁc effects and advantages in social
reform and national salvation at that specific historical time. He therefore wanted to read the
contemporary ideas out of the Bible rather than ﬁnding in it historical similarities. In other words,

he attempted to prove that the meaning of the Scripture is in accordance with current thought. In

‘
order to vindicate his standpoint, Wu proposed an original (what is meant with original’ 7) idea of
evolution in religion. He explained it in detail in his book Christianity and Chinese Culture.
Studying human instincts, he argued that religion originated in the desires of humankind which
elevated human life. Religion was therefore a driving force for the evolution of the human society
and must in turn evolve together with the world. In short, religion must also be ‘ ‘up — to — date.
From this viewpoint, Wu refused to accept the miracles or other supernatural events when he
interpreted Christian Scripture and Chinese Confucian Classics. He believed that the world was
evolving, religion was evolving, and that we should demythologize anything mystical in primitive

religions. Therefore, when he read the Bible, his interpretation of the doctrines of Christianity and
the text itself was selective according to his own idea of evolution in religion.
How should we view Wu‘ s conviction that “religion is the original driving force for the human
society"? Zhao Zichen’ s critique could represent the opinions of his contemporaries. He pointed
out that “Wu had not explained how religion became the original driving force for society and
neither could he ascribe this driving force to humans’ faith in Cod. "69 He thought that Wu had
started from the Confucian point of View that “ Men a.re born with desires,"® regarding desires as
the origin of religions. But does this Confucian text mean that religion is simply desire? “If so, what
kind of desire is it? Does religion promote desires while at the same time inhibit them‘?"@ He

thought that Wu had never given a clear explanation of what desires are, nor had he explained how
desires made religion become the driving force for social evolution. Moreover, if religion was to be

® Zhao zieheii, Wu reieiimii. and Wu Yaomng. ‘Why I wimi to Read the Bible ima How 1 Read the Bible," 1.
<13 Zhao zi.he.., we... we. lldllt Ping wi. iei.h..... Xinllslleng zhi J.:1ii,'.'...i 3.. .~ho..gg..oi....niia," (Je... BS aim... Comment on wi.
reieh..ei.'s ChrA3IiAmiXy and crime Cldture) Zhenli 3.. iheiigimng (The riiiih ma men 10.7 (1935) , 413.
@ The quotation .. from ‘-nii.i..i..e on Ritual i>.i..ei,i1e.", in XM7IZi, Book 19, 1, 1. IS the heiik mostly Written by xui... (Mime.
xiiii). who was iii. eminent ihiiikei, philosopher imd eaueiiii. of the me - Qiii times (before 221 s. c. ). and «he most rims... conriieiii.
iiehiii. iiie. ciiiiii.e.i.i and Meneiiii. The Original iei. is: “How did ritual principles anse7 1 say that ...ei. eie born with desire: which, .i IIOI
Satisﬁed. Wm" 5|" lead me" '0 seek in 5-IN! |hem»

"

(“’iLiEi‘fiJ1E? El1)\£taiWE§X.ékWK?§.ﬂ|lK§‘2ﬁ3Ke"(E? ' $Li€¥+7L)>

see .lDl1lI K..i.h1eek' . translation of the book iii rm, 11, ii. [Hilary ofC}IiMse Cl115S1:€5( chime — Engluh) ( Hiiiim. i>e.i.1e' . rhhiiihiig 1-iouee.
1999) . an.
@ Zhao zi.he.., we... we. lldllt Ping wi. iei.h..... Xinllslleng zhi J.:1ii,'.'...i 3.. .~ho..gg..oi....niia," (Je... BS aim... Comment on wi.
reiehi.i..i's ciiiiiii-mi, and Lime.» cm...) 414.
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regarded as a driving force related to human desires, what then was God‘? Was He a mere secret of
the universal law, or the natural principle itself? Was it necessary for man to communicate with
God? It would seem that Zhao was questioning whether Wu’ s conversion to Christianity was really a
conversion to faith in Jesus Christ or rather to an idea of an evolving religion. He commented that
many biblical readings made by Wu were unexpected, such as his interpretation that Jesus‘ mission
was to build a new country for the Jewish people in his time. This lacked any historical support and
was not in accord with the facts recorded in the Bible.® Here we can see that starting from his
method of historical criticism, Zhao was not satisfied with Wu ' s methodology that had
“dehistoricized" the Bible.
Wu Leichuan gave no direct response to Zhao Zichen’ s criticism, but if we study his later
work Mo - tse and Jesus Christ, we can find his implicit defense of himself. In “A Biography of
Jesus Christ," the fourth chapter of this book, he proposed an important view that the Gospels are
not history in the strict sense of that word. He found that these books were “ not written when Jesus
"
was still alive. Thus he argued that “ although the times of the writings have been disputable, they
were obviously written a few decades after Jesus’ death and they are not, therefore, a ‘ biography’
of Jesus Christ. Not being able to witness for themselves the personal experience of Jesus, the
authors wrote only by using historical records of other writers or oral stories heard from their
"
contemporaries. The Cospels are, therefore, “different in nature from history, "@ Here, Wu was
“
"
questioning the historical Jesus. He believed that the portrait of Jesus varies in the four books of
the Gospels. The variation comes from the authors‘ purpose of writing, the materials they had
chosen to collect, and their methods of editing. Since the writers lived in a time after Jesus, they
could not avoid the tendency of injecting their contemporary understanding and feelings into their
writings. The Jesus of the Gospels, the “Jesus of faith," is therefore not the real Jesus of history.

As the text of Scripture was unavoidably pregnant with the subjective opinions of the authors, Wu

believed that an individual reading of the Bible could reasonably be " selective according to the
reader‘ s judgment. W73 Thus, he thought, starting from his own religious viewpoint, it would be
rewarding in the biblical reading when he was selective, reconstructive, such as “ reading out the
"
implication that Jesus as Christ points to a fundamental idea of social reform. Due to the strong
criticism from Zhao, in his later book Mo —tse and Jesus Christ, he dropped his belief that Jesus

"
“ wanted to be King of the
Jews, but he still followed his original principles and method for biblical

interpretation.
’
From the above, we see that the contrast and conflict between Wu s and Zhao' s reading of the

Bible reflect the tension between traditional historical criticism and modern contextual theology. It
brings up the question of the extent to which an individual reader of the Bible can follow the
historical background and implications in the text to construct a relevant contemporary interpretation
that does not deviate from the foundations of the Christian faith. This is a situation that Christians of
all generations have to consider and face.
Second, we should ask about Wu’ s speciﬁc understanding of religion itself. As some scholars
point out, Wu was, among other modern Chinese Christian intellectuals,

@

fbid. . 424.

“

the most eclectic

@ Wu Zhenchun sag, Marti ,1. Yesu (Mo - tse and Jesus Christ) (Shanghai; the Association Press of chm of the YMCA,
1940), so.

@ um]. . 79 -30.
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thinker. "3 It is true that his understanding of Christianity was a combination of diverse ideas and
theories and that, to a large extent, he depended on his ideas of religion itself. In general, Wu had
no fixed deﬁnition of the nature of religion and its relation with other branches of knowledge. In his
“
view, religion was aligned with philosophy of life. He said: Ever since the beginning of history,
religion has been closely related to human life so that in the history of cultures the word religion has
always been juxtaposed with such matters as philosophy, literature, science, ans, economics,
politics, etc. Although its contents may be naive and obscure, or obsolete and bad, the right thing
to do with it is to improve it by cutting out its irrational elements but not to exterminate it. ”® Here,
Wu expressed two viewpoints on religion. Firstly, he thought that religion, philosophy and science
are all products of human society, with no difference in nature. Secondly, religion is not a

hindrance to social evolution but an evolving force itself , with a reasonable existence (not sure what
you mean with the last words’]). He explained the first point by voicingthe idea that

"

the evolving

religion is philosophy of life," which, he admitted, was an idea derived from the inﬂuence of the
modern Chinese philosopher Feng Youlan, who placed religion in juxtaposition with philosophy.
According to Feng “ The only difference is that religion admits myths and arbitrary rituals while
philosophy has none. "@‘ Wu agreed with Feng‘ s view andbelieved that religion would shed its

mythical and arbitrary elements through its own evolution but still keep its rituals to elevate our
emotions. Wu himself was a strong advocate of Christian rituals. His idea of religion was sharply
questioned, however, by Zhao Zichen. He questionned two aspects; Firstly, “ Can we still call it
faith when a religion is understood on the level of a philosophy of life?" He strongly opposed the
idea of juxtaposing religion with philosophy by saying that “a philosophy of life is an explanation of
"
religious experience and not religion itself. Secondly, religion as faith does not go after happiness
as its sole end. In his view Wu was overly concerned with the service that religion can offer to
humanity but overlooked its relation to a supernatural Being. Zhao, therefore, believed that Wu ' s
understanding of the category of religion was humanistic in that he took man‘ s “ being religious" as
religion itself. @
Wu ' s second view of religion was closely related to the social and cultural context of his times.
Looking back on the history of modern China, after the May Fourth Movement in 1919, Darwin‘ s
theory of evolution and Western science had pervaded the Chinese intellectual thinking so intensely
that both the vernacular traditions in Buddhism, Taoism and Confucianism, and the newly imported
Christian faith were marginalized. The situation for Christianity became difficult in the 1920s when
students launched the Anti - Christian Movement in Beijing in 1922, supported by leaders in
Chinese intellectual circles. When studying the motives of this movement, some intellectuals came
to the superﬁcial conclusion that, due to its elements of strong nationalism, the movement started

from the naive reasoning that Christianity was thought to be “ out of balance with Chinese traditions"
and that

“

anything foreign that came with the act of invasion was to be rejected.

"

Other Western

6 shio Yuming, “Ev slii sliiji chu Zhongguo zhishiienzi dui Jidujiao de taidu," (Chinese inieiieeinei: Attitudes toward Christianity
in ihe early twentieth century) 234.
® wn Leichnau, "lidujiao gengxm yu Zhonggiuu ininni ﬁning." (Rebmh ru’ Christianity ind Chinese ‘Iatinnal Revival) in Reuse zhi
Ian: Er'shi my. zhmrggiw ,'nni,nio tvcvthiuz zweshu hon; (Explnmlg Indigenous Theology: Selections of the Tnenneih Century Chinese Cultural
Research on chnniiniiy)_ ed. Zhang Xipmg stems: and Zhiuu Xinping awn (iaening, China; Chinese Television Publishing House,
1999) , 57. This essay was eeieeiea hon. CIu'Ht1'4zILity mi Chime Cullwt, Chapter 10.
@ See Fang Youlan as,-/71:, Remhewg Jhctue (Philosophy or Lite). Also see Chmzwnily and chime chum, s.
@ Zhsn ziehenxvein wn lldll: Ping wn Leichunn xinnsheng zlii Jidnﬁoo yu ;honggnonenhno," (Jesus as chnn; Comment on wn
Leichuan's Clxtutihnzty and Chinese Cultluc) 414 -415.
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scholars, however, criticized this understanding. Rev. Winfried Clﬁer, a German scholar well

known for his study of Zhao Zichen, acknowledges; “ As was the earlier periods aimed at re —
evaluating Confucianism, the desire of people to rid themselves of Christianity rose from the belief
that it was irrelevant and out of date with science. M3 He admits this is an explanation derived from
the view of Western world. ® His comment [its in with the reality of modem China.
As a matter of fact, the biggest challenge the Anti — Christian movement placed on the Chinese
Christians was not whether Christianity could finally come into this country but whether it could
meet the needs of Chinese society. Under such circumstances, the efforts to search for the
integration of Chinese and Western cultures would have to give way to the efforts of establishing
actual functioning effects of Christianity on Chinese social reform. When viewed in this perspective,
Wu’ s understanding of religion in terms of the theory of evolution was exactly an attempt to dissolve
the conﬂict between the theory of evolution and Christian theology. Therefore, while believing in the
idea of “religion as a motivation for the evolution of the human society," he also emphasized the

view that religion itself was in a process of evolution from the primitive “worship, prayer and even
magic" to its modern form of “ noble ideals, extensive sympathy, and passionate perseverance. "®
To further synthesize the antithesis of religion and science, he went on to propose an idea of “ an
evolving religion in synthesis with science, " in which he believed that the adverse effects of religion
“
on science had passed and that they both originated from the human instincts and therefore follow
"
the same course of evolution. He explained this idea with an analogy of ancient magic as being the

predecessor of modern science. Both religion and science, he said, were necessary for humans and
“

they were both a proof of the human control over the world. "@ In short, as the driving force of
continual human evolution, religion has the permanent existing value as philosophy and science.
How should we view Wu‘ s view on the relation between religion and science? This was an
issue unavoidable for modern Chinese Christian scholars. The choice between religion and science,

experience and reason, or both, was a challenge that haunted Chinese Christian intellectuals. Even
Zhao Zichen, a strong critic of Wu Leichuan, uncertain about how to deal withthe predicament
“
which he expressed as follows: Facing ‘ a marginalized context,’ I am a man that stands in the
middle way of two conflicting opinions and times that are opposed to each other. Neither of the sides
do I wholly belong to. Therefore, I often painfully feel the tension. I have determined, however, to
face the challenge of this complexity, relativity, pessimism, naturalism and ignorance. I want both
religion and science, not in that I could reach the Lord but that I will be possessed by Him. "® In
his early times, Zhao did advocate the juxtaposition of religion, philosophy and science, but he had
to acknowledge that they fell in different categories. For example, “ How can we tell that an entity
excluded by science has no existence?"® He thus believed that religion surpassed science and
philosophy and no complete integration could be achieved among them.

@ wihhaea chm Ema, Zhao Zichen de Jherrxlu mm; (Thcologcal Thoughts er Zhao Zicllen), trans. Deng Zhaoming xhgag
(Hong Kong; Chinese Chﬁslian Literature Council Ltd. , 1998), 10.

® See the detail m losepll R. Deveusan, Carﬁwian china and Its Modem Fme: A Trilogy (Berkeley & Ins Angeles, 1953 ), 1, p.
I 173.

® Wu I..e11:huulI, Christianity and Chinese Culture, Chapter 1, 3 —4.
@ lb1d. , 5 - 5.
® Tlns 1. he... a ieue. \\11tten by Zhao Zicheu ml 1......-hey 12, 1950, |l0W kept .5 the archives 1., the Intematianal Missionary Cﬂlltlcil
in Geneva. see Winiried Cluer, Zlmo Zichen dz rhemcue rixiaug (Theological Thoughts of Zhao Zichen), 49.
® Zhao Ziuhen, ~shehg..hg zai jinah1 wenhua zhong de met," (The Position of the Bible 1.. Modern Culture) Shengming ymlmn
(1_1;e1ohn...1> 1,5 (1921), 11.
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Compared with Zhao’ s complex views of religion and science, Wu was more concerned with
the realistic situation of Christianity in China. He believed that searching for the solution of this
‘
problem related not only to the contemporary expulsion (not sure what you mean.
critique’ ,
‘attack on’ 7) of Christianity but more to the “reality in which the Christian faith could meet its
"
(society’ s) needs. He therefore argued that the central issue of the discussion should be focused
on “what contributions Christianity can make to the revival of the Chinese nation. "$‘ Within such a

premise, he looked at Christianity in tenns of an evolutionary theology that argued that the true
meaning of Christianity lies in satisfying the demands of the times. In this way, there is no conﬂict
between religion, science and philosophy, but Christianity can bring together different doctrines and
theories in the category of religion to provide the most effective path for social changes in China.

D. Conclusion
How should we view Zhao Zichen’ s and Wu Leichuan’ s reading strategies of the Bible? As

important Chinese theologians conscious about biblical interpretation, their readings represented two
approaches taken by modern Chinese Christian intellectuals to read the Bible. One is based on
historical and exegetical interpretation, emphasizing the significance of the biblical texts for personal

religious and spiritual life. It searches for the renewal of personality, then later on the national
salvation. Starting from the social needs and the reader’ s contexts, the other approach aims at
reconstructing Christian theology and explores the contribution that the biblical texts could make to
the specific times. In order to achieve this purpose, the interpreter may read the Bible with a

predetermined understanding and ideology. ®
Through the analysis of Zhao Zichen‘ s and Wu Ieichuan’ s principles and methods in reading
the Bible, we found a tension between the invariable divine truth of Christianity and the
contextualization of the biblical reading in different times and places. The conflict, however,
contributes to the enrichment and vitality of the Scripture itself In other words, the biblical texts
are challenged, enlightened and reformulated in the process of reinterpretations. From this
perspective, modern Chinese Christian intellectuals’ exploration of the methods of biblical reading

has offered a particular model in biblical hermeneutics, whether their ways provide a constructive
reading of the Scripture, or a “rnisinterpretation" beyond the Christian tradition.

:3 See an Itichuan. "lldujlao gcnpuil yu zirnnggno Ilunzu rnxrng," (irernni. of Christianity and Chinese ‘iatinnal Revival) in Renee
zhita/u; Er’ sh; shyi zhunggiw _/t'du_/iao wenhua weshu Iwr (Exploring Indigenous 'l'heologyz Selections of the rnennetn Century Chinese
Cultural Research on Christianity) , 71 44.
® see the detail in Grace Hui Liang, “Interpreting the rnni‘ s Prayer from a Confucian — Christian Perspective; Wu rescnnnn‘ 5
Practice and Contnbution to Chinese Biblical I-renne..ennen," n. Reading Chnkdian Scripture: in China, ed. Chloe Starr (Landon: T&T crnrk.
2oo3),11s -133.
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